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THE IDEA
A group experiment about synchronicities, in two sessions:
1) a talk about the topic and the idea in general,
2) a group hypnosis/guided visualisation to set the intent.
Afterwards, individual experiences will be collected, processed and shared (online blog,
article, and/or presentation).

THE THEORY
As we are moving into our next evolutionary stage (turquoise and above), it seems that
the development of a collective consciousness becomes paramount. Early ideas (e.g.
Teilhard de Chardin’s Omega Point) and various field theories (e.g. Sheldrake’s
morphogenetic fields, Bache’s living classroom, László’s Akashic field, Bohm’s implicit
order) lay the foundation for it and there are also some leading-edge experiments (e.g.
group dreaming, or the Maharishi effect) which suggest the possibility of consciousness
developing on a collective level.
But how can we imagine and help collective consciousness to develop? Even those of us,
who have experienced in a satori or other spiritually significant experiences the unity of
all-there-is, the vantage point of our consciousness remains individual. Bruce Lipton
likened the development of collective consciousness to the evolutionary step when single
cells organised themselves into multi-celled organisms, and finally developed into
complex multi-celled organisms with specialised organs. Similarly, our single
consciousnesses may in future be able to link into a unified field of multiple
consciousness, (within which perhaps there will be specialised groups, similar to
“organs”).
What can we do today to help this process commencing? If we liken our collective
consciousness to a global neural network, what can we do to begin creating synaptic
connections?
The hypothesis of this social experiment is that 1) mutual synchronistic events help
establish connections within such network and 2) synchronistic events can be facilitated
by unified intent.

THE EXPERIMENT
One the first day of the meeting (after a general talk about the topic) there would be a
group meditation (guided visualisation) in three steps:
1. Connect to your (own, personal) authentic purpose.
2. Feel the (energetic) connection to the “network” (of all other participants).
3. Send intent into the network for making connections to help your purpose mutually.
THE STUDY
For the next three days, participants are requested to watch out for and document any
synchronistic events which may be connected with the unified intent. We watch out for
connections which link people with similar and/or compatible purposes together and
thus help them be part of a collective higher purpose.
The cases of synchronicity will be collected and qualitatively evaluated. The results will
later be shared on the internet, through published article(s) and perhaps live at future
integral meetings.

